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Abstract

The correct simulation of fog and low stratus (FLS) is a difficult task for numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. The

Swiss Plateau experiences many days with FLS in winter. Most NWP models employ terrain-following vertical coordinates. As

a consequence, the typically flat cloud top is intersected by sloping coordinate surfaces above hilly terrain such as the Swiss

Plateau. Horizontal advection across the sloping coordinate surfaces leads to spurious numerical diffusion which promotes

erroneous FLS dissipation. To address this problem, we propose a new vertical coordinate formulation which features a local

smoothing of the model levels. We demonstrate the positive impact of the new vertical coordinate formulation on a case study

in detail and for a full month using the COSMO model. The improved vertical coordinate formulation is not yet sufficient to

obtain perfect FLS forecasts, it is however a crucial aspect to consider on the way thereto.
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Key Points:8

• Terrain-following vertical coordinates feature sloping vertical coordinate surfaces9

in the atmospheric boundary layer.10

• Spurious numerical diffusion associated with advection across sloping vertical11

coordinate surfaces promotes erroneous dissipation of fog and low stratus.12

• Local smoothing of the vertical coordinate surfaces improves forecasts of fog and13

low stratus.14
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Abstract15

The correct simulation of fog and low stratus (FLS) is a difficult task for numerical16

weather prediction (NWP) models. The Swiss Plateau experiences many days with17

FLS in winter. Most NWP models employ terrain-following vertical coordinates. As a18

consequence, the typically flat cloud top is intersected by sloping coordinate surfaces19

above hilly terrain such as the Swiss Plateau. Horizontal advection across the sloping20

coordinate surfaces leads to spurious numerical diffusion which promotes erroneous21

FLS dissipation. To address this problem, we propose a new vertical coordinate for-22

mulation which features a local smoothing of the model levels. We demonstrate the23

positive impact of the new vertical coordinate formulation on a case study in detail24

and for a full month using the COSMO model. The improved vertical coordinate for-25

mulation is not yet sufficient to obtain perfect FLS forecasts, it is however a crucial26

aspect to consider on the way thereto.27

Plain Language Summary28

In Switzerland, the Swiss Plateau is prone to occurrence of fog and low stratus29

clouds (FLS) in winter. High-resolution weather prediction models are an important30

tool to predict FLS. However, they often struggle to provide accurate FLS forecasts.31

Among other model aspects which need to be improved, one issue is the determination32

of the computational mesh: Most weather models employ a mesh which follows the33

terrain at the Earth’s surface, leading to grid cells that are tilted with respect to the34

horizontal at altitudes where FLS occur. The structure as well as the top of a FLS35

layer typically is horizontal. Thus, the cells of the computational mesh are at an angle36

with respect to the dominant physical processes that the model has to represent. We37

show that a sloping mesh is detrimental for the forecasting of FLS since it promotes38

premature dissipation of the clouds. For a widely used weather model, we propose39

a new way to determine the computational mesh leading to a smoother and flatter40

computational mesh over the Swiss Plateau. The model is still not able to yield41

perfect FLS forecasts, but in some cases the use of the new mesh leads to considerable42

forecast improvements.43
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1 Introduction44

Despite many advancements in recent years, numerical weather prediction (NWP)45

models have low skill in forecasting fog and low stratus (FLS) (e.g., Tudor, 2010; Steen-46

eveld & de Bode, 2018; Román-Cascón et al., 2019). Previous studies have addressed47

various model components, such as the microphysics parameterisation (Müller et al.,48

2010; Szintai et al., 2014), the turbulence parameterisation (Wilson & Fovell, 2018;49

Chachere & Pu, 2019; Pithani et al., 2019), the vertical grid spacing (Tardif, 2007;50

Philip et al., 2016) and the horizontal resolution (Boutle et al., 2016).51

To our knowledge, no study on FLS modeling has yet addressed the choice of the52

vertical coordinate transformation. Most operational NWP models employ a terrain-53

following vertical coordinate system. One of the first was developed by Phillips (1957);54

he introduced the σ-coordinate with σ = p/ps, p being the pressure and ps the surface55

pressure. Similarly, Gal-Chen and Somerville (1975) proposed a terrain-following co-56

ordinate based on height. Terrain-following coordinate systems have the advantages57

that the wind component perpendicular to the model level vanishes at the bottom of58

the atmosphere and that the coupling to column-based physical parameterisations is59

straightforward.60

So-called hybrid coordinate systems change from one coordinate transformation61

to another to retain advantages of both. Bleck (1978) was the first to use a hybrid62

coordinate, combining a terrain-following σ-coordinate in the boundary layer with an63

isentropic coordinate aloft. A challenging aspect of hybrid coordinate systems is to64

perform the coordinate transition as smoothly as possible (Simmons & Burridge, 1981).65

A good vertical coordinate transformation is able to transition rapidly to smooth66

model levels away from the Earth’s surface. This constraint has to be balanced with67

other constraints such as the smoothness of horizontal and vertical metric terms and68

limits on how thin model levels should become. Smooth model levels are desirable69

to alleviate various problems related to sloping coordinate surfaces: Inaccurate cal-70

culation of the horizontal pressure gradient (Mahrer, 1984; Mesinger & Janjić, 1985;71

Zängl, 2012), inconsistent treatment of the metric terms (Klemp, 2011), and unphysi-72

cal impacts of explicit horizontal diffusion (Zängl, 2002). In previous studies on FLS73

modeling, we have shown that horizontal advection schemes exhibit erroneous implicit74

numerical diffuson in a coordinate system with sloping vertical coordinate surfaces.75
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This diffusive behaviour results in excessive vertical mixing across the cloud top, pro-76

moting premature FLS dissipation (Westerhuis, Fuhrer, Bhattacharya, et al., 2020;77

Westerhuis, Fuhrer, Cermak, & Eugster, 2020).78

To attain a fast decay of the orographic signal with height, Schär et al. (2002)79

have introduced the Smooth LEvel VErtical coordinate (SLEVE, generalised by Leuen-80

berger et al., 2010). SLEVE allows for smooth coordinate surfaces at mid- and upper-81

levels by splitting the orography into a large- and a small-scale part with two different82

decay constants. Idealised tests simulating horizontal advection of moist bubbles sev-83

eral kilometers above the ground show that numerical errors are largely reduced when84

using a vertical coordinate formulation which exhibits less sloping vertical coordinates85

(Schär et al., 2002; Zängl, 2003). Klemp (2011) has proposed a different approach than86

SLEVE: Direct smoothing of the vertical coordinate surfaces by applying a smoothing87

operator. The strength of the filter, specifically the smoothing coefficient, progressively88

increases with altitude.89

However, both SLEVE and Klemp’s vertical coordinate formulation focus on90

attaining smooth levels at elevations much higher than where FLS typically occur. In91

both approaches, the model levels are smoothed equally irrespective of the amplitude92

of the underlying orography. Taking the example of Switzerland (Figure 1), FLS occur93

mostly on the Swiss Plateau, a region where the orography consists of gentle hills. But94

the adjacent Alps comprising high peaks and deep valleys determine the maximum95

amount of smoothing of the model levels aloft. Taking advantage of the fact that the96

vertical coordinate surfaces in certain regions can be smoothed much more aggressively,97

we propose a LOcally Smoothed VErtical Coordinate (LOSVEC), and show its impact98

on FLS forecasts.99

We give details about the model and LOSVEC in Section 2. We present a100

detailed analysis of a single case study and verification scores for a one-month period101

in Section 3. The discussion of these results and suggestions for improvements of the102

vertical coordinate follow in Section 4. We summarise our findings in Section 5.103

2 Model description104

The simulations presented in this work are conducted with the COSMO model105

(version 5.0), which is developed by the COnsortium for Small-scale MOdelling. Our106
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Figure 1. COSMO-1 model orography of Switzerland and surroundings. The Swiss Plateau

is confined by the Jura Mountains in the north and the Alps in the south. The dash-dotted lines

indicate the cross-sections shown in Fig. 2, they intersect at Payerne.

configuration follows COSMO-1, the deterministic model version with 1.1 km horizon-107

tal grid spacing which is employed operationally at MeteoSwiss, the Federal Office of108

Meteorology and Climatology in Switzerland. COSMO-1 spans the full Alpine region.109

The boundaries are derived from the Integrated Forecasting System employed at the110

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The simulations are started111

from analyses obtained from a continuous observation assimilation cycle; horizontal112

winds, surface pressure, temperature, and humidity measurements are assimilated em-113

ploying a nudging algorithm (Schraff & Hess, 2012).114

The COSMO model solves the nonhydrostatic, fully compressible, hydro-thermo-115

dynamical equations of motion with finite-difference methods on an Arakawa C-grid116

(Arakawa & Lamb, 1977; Steppeler et al., 2003; Förstner & Doms, 2004). In the hori-117

zontal, the governing equations are discretised on a rotated latitude-longitude grid. In118

the vertical, a hybrid-version of the SLEVE coordinate (Schär et al., 2002; Leuenberger119

et al., 2010; Doms & Baldauf, 2013) is employed consisting of 80 model levels; the de-120

cay constants for large- and small-scale orographic features are set at s1 =10,000 m121

and s2=3,300 m, respectively. The elevation above which the orographic signal has de-122
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cayed completely is set at 11,357 m above sea level (asl). The lowest model half-level123

is located approximately 10 m above the ground, the model top is at 22,000 m asl.124

A third-order Runge-Kutta discretisation with time-splitting for slow and fast125

processes integrates the prognostic variables forward in time (Klemp & Wilhelmson,126

1978; Wicker & Skamarock, 2002). Horizontal advection of wind velocity, tempera-127

ture and pressure is calculated with a fifth-order advection scheme. In the vertical,128

a second-order implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme is employed (Baldauf et al., 2011).129

Moist quantities (water vapour, cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel) are130

advected with a second-order positive-definite advection scheme with directional split-131

ting (Bott, 1989; Schneider & Bott, 2014).132

Turbulent fluxes are estimated via K-theory, the turbulent diffusion coefficients133

are calculated with a prognostic TKE-based 1.5-order scheme (Raschendorfer, 2001)134

with a 2.5 closure following Mellor and Yamada (1974, 1982).135

A single-moment bulk microphysics scheme describes conversions between the136

six moist quantities (Reinhardt & Seifert, 2006). Subgrid-scale cloudiness is diagnosed137

by a statistical method based on the saturation deficit (Sommeria & Deardorff, 1977).138

Radiative processes interacting with grid- and subgrid-scale clouds are described with139

a delta-two-stream approach (Ritter & Geleyn, 1992).140

2.1 Formulation for locally smoothed vertical coordinate surfaces141

As outlined above, LOSVEC attains a regionally varying vertical decay of the142

orographic signal. The main motivation for this approach is that for regions without143

extremely complex orography, a strong smoothing of the coordinate surfaces can be144

applied. Similarly to other options available for the COSMO model – height-based145

hybrid coordinates based on the Gal-Chen or the SLEVE coordinate – LOSVEC is146

formulated as a hybrid coordinate.147

LOSVEC is constructed from the surface upwards. In the following, z refers to148

the elevation of a model surface and ∆z to the height difference between two model sur-149

faces. Each level undergoes two steps: First, to attain a hybrid coordinate formulation,150

an initial z is chosen such that the levels become flat at a specific elevation (11,357 m asl151

in COSMO-1, see Appendix for details). In a second step, a two-dimensional diffusion152
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operator is applied, similar as in Klemp (2011). At a grid point with the indices i, j the153

following calculation is conducted (the level index k is omitted for easier readability):154

ẑi,j = zi,j − ci,j
[3

4
zi,j

+
1

16

(
zi−1,j−1 + zi−1,j+1 + zi+1,j−1 + zi+1,j+1

)
+

1

8

(
zi−1,j + zi+1,j + zi,j−1 + zi,j+1

)] (1)155

The smoothing coefficient is small (ci,j = 0.01), but the filter is applied multiple156

times (NITER = 100, unless denoted otherwise). To attain a local smoothing, a set157

of constraints switches the filter off, i.e. overriding ci,j = 0, at grid points where ∆ẑ158

would become too small or too large, at each filter iteration.159

Various combinations of filter constraints have to be tested to find a good compro-160

mise between ensuring smooth coordinate surfaces in the horizontal while maintaining161

smooth ∆z distributions in the vertical. For the simulations presented in this study,162

two constraints are applied to ensure a minimal level thickness of ∆zMIN = 15 m and163

to prevent an exaggerated increase in level thickness, cINF = 1.8:164

1. ∆ẑ > ∆zMIN165

2. ∆ẑ < cINF ∆z166

Figure 2 displays cross-sections through Payerne (location is indicated in Fig-167

ure 1) in both directions for the 24 lowest model levels. LOSVEC (Panels b and168

c) exhibits much smoother coordinate surfaces than SLEVE (Panels a and d). As169

a consequence of the diffusion filter, the levels above depressions such as the Rhône170

Valley are significantly thicker in LOSVEC compared to SLEVE, while those above171

the Alpine peaks are thinner. On the Swiss Plateau, the small-scale structures from172

the hilly orography decay quickly in LOSVEC.173

Power spectral densities (PSDs) describe a decomposition of a field into a range174

of spatial frequencies (Jacobs et al., 2017). Analysis of the PSDs of coordinate surfaces175

of SLEVE and LOSVEC allows for a quantitative comparison between the two vertical176

coordinate formulations. Figure 3 shows the PSDs calculated in the zonal direction177

of the raw 1-km-grid orography, the filtered orography as it is used in the COSMO178

model, and the 20th coordinate surface of both, SLEVE and LOSVEC. The PSDs in179

the meridional direction look alike, but are not shown here.180
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Figure 2. Cross-sections of the lowest 24 model levels for SLEVE (a and c) and LOSVEC (b

and d) in S-N and W-E direction. The locations of the cross-sections are indicated in Fig. 1. The

power spectral densities of the 20th level, drawn as a dash-dotted line, are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Power spectral density computed for the raw orography (orange), filtered orography

(green), level 20 of SLEVE (blue), level 20 of LOSVEC (purple) in the zonal direction.

The raw orography (orange line) is based on the digital elevation map provided181

by the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER).182

Before being used by the NWP model, the topography is smoothed using a low-pass fil-183

ter (Raymond, 1988) with a cut-off of about 4-5 ∆x (green line). In a terrain-following184

vertical coordinate, the orographic signal decays with height. However, the PSD of the185

20th coordinate surface using the SLEVE vertical coordiante indicates that only very186

little smoothing has occurred (as compard to the orography). This is a consequence of187

the formulation of this vertical coordinate which focuses on obtaining smooth levels at188

mid-levels and aloft. In Westerhuis, Fuhrer, Bhattacharya, et al. (2020) we have shown189

that sloping vertical coordinates at scales > 5∆x promote spurious numerical diffusion190

at the cloud top of an idealised stratus cloud. Unlike SLEVE, LOSVEC is able to191

considerably remove power at these scales at levels close to the surface (purple line).192

The increase in power at small scales is likely a consequence of the filter constraints193

being active over very steep topography.194
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3 Results: FLS simulations195

3.1 Case study: December 29, 2016196

On the days around December 29, 2016, a high pressure system north of Switzer-197

land led to northeasterly winds on the Swiss Plateau, so-called Bise (Wanner & Furger,198

1990). Typically, Bise is related to cold-air advection which favors continuous cold air199

pooling on the Swiss Plateau. On December 28, the first few small FLS patches devel-200

oped. During the night of December 28–29, a large part of the air mass on the Swiss201

Plateau reached its dewpoint temperature and wide-spread FLS formed. The cloud202

dissipated again in the afternoon of December 29.203

Figure 4 compares satellite observations with the liquid water path forecasted204

by two COSMO-1 simulations initialised on December 28, 12 UTC, employing SLEVE205

and LOSVEC, respectively. Both configurations generally underpredict FLS on the206

Swiss Plateau (not in the region of the Rhine valley in Germany though). However,207

with LOSVEC, the model simulates more extensive FLS than with SLEVE. Especially208

at 09 UTC, the forecasted FLS extent is considerably more accurate with LOSVEC:209

The SLEVE simulation has has largely dissipated the FLS on the Swiss Plateau while210

the LOSVEC simulation still features extensive FLS.211

Interestingly, the localisation of the FLS is relatively accurate for both config-212

urations, the fine-scale FLS structure such as the extension into the small valleys213

extending southwards is surprisingly well represented as well as the delimitation at214

the eastern and western edge. The underestimation and too early dissipation of the215

FLS on the Swiss Plateau clearly are the main issues here. The extent of the FLS oc-216

curring further north in the Rhine valley is simulated similarly in both configurations.217

This region is dominated by less distinct topography than the Swiss Plateau, hence218

sloping vertical coordinate surfaces are less critical.219

Figure 5 shows the vertical profiles above Payerne (location indicated in Figure 1)220

of temperature, wind speed, specific humidity and the liquid water content (LWC)221

simulated by COSMO-1 with either SLEVE (solid line), or LOSVEC (dashed line).222

We display the profiles on December 29 at 00 UTC, 06 UTC and 12 UTC. Except for223

the LWC, where the profiles at midnight and noon do not exhibit any LWC and are224

therefore replaced by the profiles of 03 UTC and 09 UTC, respectively. Twice a day,225
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balloon radiosoundings are launched at Payerne; the measured values are shown as226

dotted lines.227

At midnight (12 hours into the model simulations), a cool and moist air mass228

lies on the Swiss Plateau and is capped by a temperature inversion at around 900 m229

asl (a). The air is mostly well-mixed except for a shallow surface inversion. Both230

model configurations underestimate the vertical extent of the cool air mass and fail to231

reproduce the shallow temperature inversion close to the surface but exhibit constantly232

increasing temperature from the ground upwards instead.233

A low-level jet reaches maximum wind speeds of about 7 m/s at 50 m above the234

ground (d). At the height of the temperature inversion, the Bise attains 8 m/s. Neither235

of the model simulations features this low-level jet but both exhibit considerable wind236

at around 900 m asl. The lower atmosphere in the model is clearly affected by the Bise237

and hence subject to horizontal advection.238

Horizontal advection of humidity tracers in a vertical coordinate system exhibit-239

ing sloping coordinate surfaces leads to spurious numerical diffusion resulting in ex-240

cessive vertical mixing (Westerhuis, Fuhrer, Bhattacharya, et al., 2020). The specific241

humidity profiles illustrate this point: In reality, the lower atmosphere consists of a242

moist air mass with a specific humidity of about 3 g/kg (g and i). In the model analy-243

ses of December 28, 12 UTC, this moist layer is well represented (not shown), but with244

increasing model leadtime the humidity gets progressively mixed with dryer air from245

aloft. This process is however reduced with LOSVEC compared to SLEVE.246

The LOSVEC configuration is able to form a cloud extending up to 750 m asl247

while the cloud simulated with the SLEVE configuration remains very shallow (j,k,l).248

As a consequence of the more extensive cloud, the LOSVEC simulation experiences249

stronger radiative cloud top cooling which in turn leads to a more prominent temper-250

ature inversion at 06 UTC and 12 UTC (b and c).251

The impact of the smoothing of the coordinate surfaces is further illustrated in252

Figure 6. It displays vertical profiles of the LWC and the total humidity (sum of LWC253

and specific humidity) above Payerne at 03 UTC, i.e. 15 hours into the simulation,254

for five different model configurations: SLEVE and LOSVEC constructed with 0, 10,255

50, and 100 filter iterations. More filter iterations, i.e. smoother vertical coordinate256
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Figure 4. FLS on December 29, 2016. Satellite observations (yellow and grey areas in the

left panel), COSMO-1 forecasts with SLEVE (middle panel) and LOSVEC (right panel). With

LOSVEC, the forecasted FLS extent is larger and hence more accurate, however, both model

configurations dissipate the clouds too early.

surfaces, are associated with higher total humidity in the lowest atmospheric layers257

and a more extensive cloud.258
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Figure 5. Vertical profiles of temparature, wind speed, specific humidity and LWC above

Payerne on December 29, 2016: Balloon radiosounding measurements (dotted lines), COSMO-1

simulations initialised on December 28, 12 UTC, with SLEVE (solid line), or LOSVEC (dashed

lines).
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of LWC and total humidity (sum of LWC and specific humidity)

above Payerne on December 29, 2016, 03 UTC, simulated with COSMO-1. The simulations are

initialised on December 28, 2016, 12 UTC and only differ by the vertical coordinate systems

employed: SLEVE, or LOSVEC constructed with 0, 10, 50, 100 iterations of the diffusion filter

applied to the coordinate surfaces.

3.2 Satellite-based verification of a full month259

In December 2016, many periods with persistent FLS occurred on the Swiss260

Plateau. Hence, this month constitutes an ideal period to evaluate FLS forecasts on a261

longer timescale. Twice a day, at 00 UTC and 12 UTC, we start 24-hour forecasts from262

an analysis retrieved from a continuous data assimilation cycle. (The data assimilation263

ensures that model errors do not affect subsequent simulations.) We evaluate forecasts264

of COSMO-1 using either SLEVE or LOSVEC for the full month with a satellite-based265

verification algorithm. The details for the algorithm are described in Westerhuis,266

Fuhrer, Cermak, and Eugster (2020), we briefly outline the procedure in the following.267

The basic idea is to compare the extent of the area covered by FLS. The location268

of the FLS is neglected – it is of secondary importance as the structure of FLS is269

often predetermined by the orography of the Swiss Plateau. For both, the satellite270

observations and the model forecasts, each grid point in a predefined area comprising271

the Swiss Plateau is classified as either being covered by FLS or not covered by FLS.272

–14–
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Figure 7. Satellite observations classifying whether a grid point in an area comprising the

Swiss Plateau is covered by FLS or not on December 29, 2016, 09 UTC. In total, 42 % of the

contemplable grid points are covered by FLS.

Finally, the fraction of grid points covered by FLS is compared. The choice of area of273

interest directly affects this fraction, it is only useful when set into contrast with FLS274

grid point fractions derived for the same area.275

For the presented case study, on December 29, 2016, 09 UTC, the satellite obser-276

vations indicate a FLS grid point fraction of 0.42, illustrated in Figure 7. The forecasts277

issued 21 hours earlier exhibit FLS fractions of 0.06 (SLEVE) and 0.2 (LOSVEC),278

respectively. Even though COSMO-1 with LOSVEC misses about half of the FLS279

covered grid points, the simple spatial verification algorithm points out that this con-280

figuration performs clearly better than COSMO-1 with SLEVE.281

Considering satellite observations every 3 hours during December 2016, excluding282

days with high clouds (more than 10% of grid points) or negligible FLS occurrence283

(less than 20% of grid points), results in a dataset comprising 117 observations. (The284

results are not very sensitive to the selection of these thresholds.)285

For the selected observations, the median FLS fraction is 0.53, ranging from 0.46286

(at 18 UTC) to 0.59 (at 06 UTC). Figure 8 shows the median FLS fractions forecasted287

by COSMO employing SLEVE (light bars) and LOSVEC (dark bars), respectively,288
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for increasing leadtime. The whiskers represent the interquartile range. The median289

observed FLS fraction is indicated with the horizontal line at the top.290

Regardless of the vertical coordinate formulation employed, both COSMO simu-291

lations heavily underestimate the FLS. The underestimation gets worse with increasing292

leadtime. However, at all leadtimes after the analysis, the configuration with LOSVEC293

consistently exhibits more FLS. Although the differences are small they appear statis-294

tically significant in a paired t-test.295

A closer investigation of the forecasts shows that there are many cases where296

the configurations are similar and several where LOSVEC is clearly better, such as297

the presented case study. Among all forecasts which underestimate FLS on the Swiss298

Plateau (FLS fraction bias < -0.05), 33 lead time instances from 18 different forecasts299

stand out for which the simulation employing LOSVEC instead of SLEVE is discernibly300

better (difference in FLS fraction > 0.05). Only 3 leadtime instances from 2 different301

forecasts using SLEVE are perceivably better. The subjectively selected threshold of302

0.05 relates to differences in area covered by FLS distinguishable by eye, e.g. by a303

forecaster.304

To summarise, LOSVEC is not able to completely resolve the notorious underes-305

timation of FLS on the Swiss Plateau with the COSMO model. However, employing306

LOSVEC instead of SLEVE clearly improves a fair number of forecasts.307

4 Discussion308

Our results imply that a careful re-formulation of the vertical coordinate is able to309

improve FLS forecasts issued by a high-resolution numerical weather prediction model.310

Previous studies have demonstrated increased accuracy for model configurations em-311

ploying smoothed coordinate surfaces focusing on the middle troposphere (Schär et312

al., 2002; Zängl, 2003; Klemp, 2011). For idealised simulations of a stratus cloud313

close to the surface, we have already shown in Westerhuis, Fuhrer, Bhattacharya, et314

al. (2020) that sloping vertical coordinate surfaces cause spurious numerical diffusion315

in cases where horizontal advection occurs. With LOSVEC we are able to alleviate316

these issues. A noteworthy aspect hereby is that introducing a new vertical coordinate317

formulation is not associated with an increase in computational costs. Furthermore,318
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Figure 8. Median fraction of grid points comprising the Swiss Plateau which is covered

by FLS during December 2016: Observed (horizontal line), forecasted by COSMO employing

SLEVE (light coloured bars) or LOSVEC (dark coloured bars). The whiskers denote the in-

terquartile range.

also other known issues, such as the calculation of the horizontal pressure gradient,319

may profit from less sloping vertical coordinate surfaces.320

Tardif (2007) and Philip et al. (2016) have shown that increasing the vertical321

resolution improves FLS simulations. However, in our experiments, LOSVEC exhibits322

even slightly thicker model levels than SLEVE at low altitudes at most grid points.323

The positive impact of LOSVEC is hence not a consequence of reduced vertical grid324

spacing.325

LOSVEC is easily transferable to any NWP model which employs a terrain-326

following vertical coordinate formulation. To ensure that LOSVEC is suitable for an327

operational NWP model, further tests should be conducted focusing on other atmo-328

spheric phenomena such as thunderstorms, valley winds, and frontal systems. More-329

over, we are confident that additional testing addressing the initial z distribution330

(based on the reference level distribution, zREF , see Appendix), as well as ∆zMIN331

and cINF could provide an optimised version of LOSVEC. From a numerical view-332

point, smooth transitions of ∆z with height are crucial for accurate calculations of the333

metric terms. Progressively adapting ∆zMIN and cINF with altitude might allow for334
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a better compromise between smooth levels in the horizontal and smooth ∆z in the335

vertical.336

Clearly, smoothing the vertical coordinate surfaces is not a sufficient measure to337

attain perfect FLS forecasts. The FLS life cycle is governed by a delicate balance of338

many different processes subject to non-linear interactions. Perfect initial conditions,339

accurate physical parameterisations and a correct representation of the underlying soil340

are also crucial for successful representation of FLS in NWP models (e.g., Steeneveld &341

de Bode, 2018). Our results however strongly indicate that a better choice of vertical342

coordinate transformation ensuring a fast decay of the orographic signal with altitude343

is one important element to consider in cases where horizontal advection cannot be344

neglected.345

5 Summary346

Forecasting fog and low stratus (FLS) poses a major challenge for state-of-the-art347

numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. We have developed a new vertical co-348

ordinate transformation for the COSMO model to reduce spurious numerical diffusion349

associated with sloping coordinate surfaces. We make use of the fact that within a350

model domain comprising variable topographic sub-regions, the vertical coordinate sur-351

faces above flat and moderately hilly regions can be smoothed much more aggressively352

than in other regions comprising high mountains. The LOcally Smoothed VErtical353

Coordinate, LOSVEC, attains a fast decay of the orographic signal with altitude by354

applying a two-dimensional diffusion filter directly to the coordinate surfaces with a355

locally varying strength.356

The new vertical coordinate is compared to the standard Smooth LEvel VErti-357

cal coordinate, SLEVE, for a case of wide-spread FLS on the Swiss Plateau. With358

LOSVEC, the model still underpredicts FLS on the Swiss Plateau, but it develops359

generally more extensive FLS and, as a consequence, generates the better forecast.360

Evaluating the performances of both model configurations for a full month with361

many FLS days with a satellite-based verification algorithm confirms the findings from362

the case study: The COSMO model generally underpredicts FLS on the Swiss Plateau,363

however, with LOSVEC it is able to simulate more FLS than with SLEVE.364
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Before LOSVEC can be employed in an operational NWP model, it has to be re-365

fined and tested for other atmospheric phenomena. Our results nevertheless underline366

the importance of conducting research on vertical coordinates in the future.367

Appendix A Calculation of z368

The Gal-Chen and SLEVE hybrid coordinate formulations in the COSMO model369

feature a reference level distribution, zREF , from 0 m asl to 22,000 m asl, for which ∆z370

progressively increases. To attain a hybrid coordinate formulation, ∆z of the model371

levels is compressed linearly between the surface, zSURF , and a predefined elevation372

zFLAT = 11,357 m asl. The thinnest level is thus located at the grid point with highest373

elevation.374

To have a better control over the minimal ∆z when smoothing the coordinate375

surfaces, we have reversed the calculation of zREF : Instead of linearly compressing376

∆z below zFLAT at all grid points with zSURF > 0, the levels at all grid points below377

the highest grid point are inflated. In recursive form, the elevation of level k, zk, is378

calculated like this:379

zk = zREF,k −
ak
ak−1

(zREF,k−1 − zk−1),with (A1)380

ak =
zFLAT − zREF,k

zFLAT −max(zSURF )
(A2)381

The ∆z distribution of the SLEVE levels around zFLAT features a jump, as382

can be seen in Figure A1 which shows the ∆z distribution at the highest and lowest383

point in the model domain (compare solid with dotted line). To avoid such features,384

which may be enhanced when applying the diffusion filter, we have adapted the basic385

∆zREF distribution for LOSVEC, illustrated with the dashed and dash-dotted lines386

in Figure A1.387
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Figure A1. ∆z of the SLEVE and LOSVEC model levels above the grid points with highest

and lowest elevation, respectively. With SLEVE, the lowest 64 levels are compressed (solid line)

compared to the level distribution starting at sea level (dotted line). With LOSVEC, the basic

level distribution is defined at the highest grid point (dashed line) and at all other grid points the

lowest 61 levels are stretched (dash-dotted line).
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